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Overview
In many liberalized electricity markets around the world the market clears withouth considering the physical
characteristics of power transmission1. The transmission grid capacity limits possible transactions between
generators and cosumers at different locations. Due to the specific characteristics of AC transmission networks a
power injection at a certain node has an impact on several transmission lines, the so-called loop flows. Traditionally,
one approach to abstract from this behaviour has been to calculate net transfer capacities (NTC), which represent the
available transfer capacity for commercial trades in between two zones and are valid for a certain period of time (e.g.
[7]).
However, the classical NTC-approach has shortcomings. First, loop flows are taken into account via applying a
“worst-case” scenario in the sense that physical transfer capacities are reduced to account for potential transfer
limitations stemming from other power flows and further to maintain the n-1 stability criteria. This leads to an
unefficient utilization of the transmission grid, because in many operating points the restriction to the worst case
scneario is not binding. Second, from this approach it is not possible to analyse how transfer zones/countries are
influenced by commercial trades of third parties. In the future such parties might react via the introduction of
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices, which will have a direct influence on cross-zonal power flows.
Finally, there is now sound method for calculating future NTC values to use within long-term power system models.
Due to the fact that transmission grid modelling based on a full-grid representation is computationally demanding, a
number of approaches have been developed to taylor the methodology of technically oriented grid studies (e.g.
[5][6][8]) to the needs of power market analysis (cf. [1][2][3][4][9]). Most of this approaches derive grid equivalents
based on a certain base operating-point. However, the more the outcome of the market differs from this base case,
the greater the errors in terms of actual power flows versus the ones calculated in the simplified model. The current
approach try to overcome this problem by using knowledge from market operation in the grid simplification method.

Methods
In a first step the l-by-n Power Transfer Distribution Matrix Φ is being calculated for a transmission grid containing
each line of the original system, whereas l means the number of lines and n the number of nodes in the system. The
compononents of Φ are derived using the standard method of multiplying the branch supsceptance matrix and the
inverse of the bus supsceptance matrix of the linearized system.
Second, the nodes in the original grid are grouped into prize zones in which we will observe a single electricity price.
Those zones are typically all nodes within a country. All intra-zonal lines in Φ are then removed and are not
considered any further in the analysis. In that sense it is assumed that those lines are ideal and do not constitute any
power flow limitation. If some intra-zonal lines in the original system are frequently congested during normal
operation they can be kept in the matrix as well.
Then the remaining matrix Φ is used to calculate the so called technology-specific PTDF matrix

whereas means the set of cross-zonal and frequently congested intra-zonal lines, g the corresponding generation
technology and z the prize-zone. The sets g and z are the set of nodes that contain all nodes with a connected
technology g and those are within prize-zone z, respectively. ng represents the capacity of generation technology g
at node n. Each element of matrix Φlgz can be interpreted as the capacity-weighted PTDF-factor of a certain line,
whereas only the nodes that are connected to the same generation technology and zone are included in the
1

Exemptions are power markets that are operated with locational market prices (e.g. PJM, ISO-NE, ISO-NY, Italy).

calculation. The idea behind this proposal is that in an electiricty market all generation technologies with the same
techno-economic characteristics, most notably marginal costs, have similar generation profiles. Consequently, when
following this approach the resulting PTDF-factors do not change when the output of similar generators vary and
thus are independent from a certain operating point. This derived PTDF matrix is then implemented in a classical
linear power system model and the resulting intra-zonal power flows are compared to the results of a full DC load
flow calculation.

Results
This method has been tested on a 6-node example, which also has been used in [2],[4] and [11] to illustrate the
general usablity of the proposed approach. The results show that this method is able to replicate the power flows of
cross-zonal lines compared to a full DC load flow calculation with high precision. In contrast to [2],[4] and [11] in
this method no lines are aggregated and consequently the thermal limits of the lines in the original system can be
preserved and the impact of cross-zonal grid congestion influences the market outcome accordingly. Furthermore,
due to the calculation of technology-specific PTDF-factors the results are not depending on how close the actual
generators ouput matches the corresponding ouput at a certain base operating-point, as it is the case in the other
approaches. Similarly as in traditional linear power system models the resulting zonal market prices can be derived
via the shadow price of the zonal demand constraint. In the final version of this paper we will test the proposed
approach by applying it to the ENTSO-E transmission system.

Conclusions
A novel approach has been developed in order to integrate cross-zonal transmission grid constraints into a power
system model. In contrast to other proposed methods, this approach try to overcome a common problem of grid
reduction methods by integrating information of power market outcomes within the grid simplification method. First
results show that this approach might be appropriate to be applied in long-term power system models of a largescale, like the ENTSO-E transmission grid. This hypothesis will be tested in the final version of this paper.
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